October 11, 2021

*Every generous act of giving, with every perfect gift, is from above... James 1:17, NRSV*

At Trinity Cathedral, we also believe that every generous act of giving is an expression of gratitude for our church and for each other. We keep on giving generously to Trinity because we keep on loving Trinity.

We love the scores of volunteers who make our worship services so beautiful and meaningful; we love our young families and their children who bring us weekly joy and hope; and we love the warm elbow bumps, caring notes, and hearty meals delivered to those ill or grieving.

There have been many perfect expressions of Trinity’s love and caring over the last 18 months of COVID’s distress and dislocation. Early on, our clergy, staff, and members rallied to create a sanctuary in the Parish Hall, to learn new technical skills, to oversee the completion of a restored Cathedral, and to keep counseling and friendship groups ministering with phone calls, outdoor meetings and ZOOM.

Trinity’s Vestry also worked tirelessly during the pandemic, keeping its promise to build and maintain first-class children’s education and music programs. Faced with the loss of the plate offering and a shortfall in pledges, the Vestry cut any unnecessary expense to protect these vital programs.

As you prayerfully consider your 2022 annual pledge, please remember the promise of Trinity Cathedral. Your enthusiastic response to the Holy Cow survey reassures all of us that you see it and you feel it. Now, we need you to embrace that promise, like every perfect gift, from above. Your Cathedral family will be very grateful.

With love and faithfulness,

Margaret Zuçarini, Chair
Vestry Stewardship Committee

James Lamb
Vestry Senior Warden